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 With just a few minutes of use, you can look and feel like a younger version of yourself. It's the smart, easy way to look
gorgeous while reducing signs of aging. 3 months of FREE Online-Only Subscription with every Photolemur purchase How It
Works: Slide your finger across your face, brush off, and smooth. The Full Focus Method: Brighten, whiten, even teeth. The

Easy-to-Use Method: Smoothing and whitening in one. The Instant-On Method: No need to wait. What's Included: Face Lifting
Foam Face Lifting Concentrate Tooth Whitening How to Use: Follow the instructions included with the kit. The Full Focus

Method: Smooth your skin with the foam applicator. The Easy-to-Use Method: Smooth your face with the foam applicator. The
Instant-On Method: Add a small amount to your face and wait for a few minutes for the foam to harden.Q: Using a combobox
to drop down a list of values that also keep a list of values in a hidden table Currently I have a combobox that allows the user to
select any one of several groups. My combobox is displaying the name of the group but in the group table, I have a list of the
members. I have the database setup to search a hidden table if the group name matches what is selected in the combobox and

return the names of all the members, in that list. It works fine if I select a single value but if I select multiple values it shows the
names of all the members for every group. How can I modify this so that I can show the members in a list of their own? Here is
the code: If CB1.Value = "" Then MsgBox "Please select a group name!" Exit Sub Else 'Check if there is a group selected Dim

gName As String gName = CB1.Value 'Get all the names of the selected members Dim members() As String members =
GetSelectedGroupMembers(gName) 'Fill the group table Fill 82157476af
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